Marilyn: Morning everyone!


miranda mcdermott bc ocpl: ocpl will reopen jun 29 m - s from 12 - 5 pm

miranda mcdermott bc ocpl: city branches

Kathy Coffta Sims: City branch libraries do not have an opening plan yet.

Kathy Coffta Sims: We are waiting for further direction from the county and the Executive Director.

Valarie Massulik: I have another meeting - see you all later!

Terry Morris: Id be interested to know what medical condition does not allow for a mask

Terry Morris: theres one

miranda mcdermott bc ocpl: when people reopen, will it be the same hours as they are currently doing curbside pickup or expanded?

miranda mcdermott bc ocpl: some people may say asthma as a reason for not wearing a mask

miranda mcdermott bc ocpl: or other respiratory disorders copd, etc

Claire Ehrlich: I'm at a community college. We're looking at staying closed to the public until fall semester starts, and then starting with fewer hours to give facilities more cleaning time (increase if demand is really high)

miranda mcdermott bc ocpl: thanks all for the info

miranda mcdermott bc ocpl: do people have increased security for covid?

Kaela Wallman: Here in the Capital District we are behind you in phases so this has been helpful to know what's coming

Kaela Wallman: thanks!

Katie Spires: Take care!